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Christmas Quiz XI 
All answers are the names of animals. All clues are based purely on the name of the animal and any 

connection to the features or nature of the animal concerned is entirely coincidental, save where such 

factors are explicitly reflected in the animal’s name. All answers are singular. 

Answers will be available from Epiphany from www.edrith.co.uk with honour and glory to the highest 

scoring individual/team. Email me your completed answers for a chance at victory or the honour roll. 

Household and Farmyard 

1 Hog costing 21 shillings.  

2 Put on an unlocking implement.  

3 On a pendulum, (
𝑇𝑔

2
)2/𝜋𝑙.  

4 Hot beverage of a Jewish teacher  

5 Child of war?  

6 Behold a hot beverage  

7 Former London mayor, stylishly dressed  

8 Hospital facility on pig street?  

9 Type of spaniel goes before Semitic god  

10 Does not wander in bachelor bungalows   

Aquatic vertebrates 

11 Epitaph of a marina owner.  

12 Possesses velocity greater than a snail but less than a 

porpoise. 

 

13 Alternatively, calcium  

14 To marry document authenticator of the valley  

15 Space gun based on bee technology  

16 Distressed cry of an unsuccessful male gamete  

17 Tent covering without misspelled boring tool  

18 Shop selling all types of Walter?  

19 Wedding band of a woman  

20 Lower than a tenor  

Avian 

21 Chess piece.  

22 A barrier between a female pig  

23 Underhand deception with French gold  

24 2.54cm of threshing discards  

25 Opposite of suck out  

26 Very young object on the Hertzprung-Russell diagram?  

27 Electromagnetic female sheep  

28 Decay of an expected score  

29 Blimey! Complain loudly about Farah  

30 Hunted by the Ordnance Survey  

Wild European and American Mammalian 

31 Pig living in field boundaries  

32 Muddled toast  

33 Musically loud bovine?  

34 12g of carbon, for instance.  

35 Person who attaches labels to things  

36 A racy bap, confused  

37 Fasten natural log; impair root one hundred  

38 6.28 German streets precede cricket device featured in 

fashion magazine. 

 

39 Cow sounds at 135º  

40 Female horse entwines with the majority  

41 What a cockney would like it to be in winter  

Asian and African Mammalian 

42 Trendy chamber pot first person to be in a presidential 

acronym. 

 

43 Dance outfit’s centre piece takes four steps back.  

44 Command a social insect to marry clandestinely  

45 Not a camel or a kangaroo  

46 Universal father?  

47 Laughter surrounds Japanese currency  

48 How a Rebecca might begin a personal statement  
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49 What a Frenchman might call a woman’s undergarment  

50 An initially confused infinite tree-herd  

51 Sounds like a Siamese Persian onager  

Reptiles and Amphibians 

52 Does not subtract  

53 A novel hot beverage.  

54 A shared woman’s undergarment  

55 Current measurement greets Thurman  

56 What our teacher did  

57 Perceive an artificially intelligent male  

58 What one might say if Dad was trapped under an air-

conditioning unit 

 

59 Alex, the courtroom lawyer without titanium  

60 Sounds like a large box  

61 In French, colloquially address a reversible rodent surrounded 

by indefinite articles 

 

Arthropods, Annelids and Molluscs 

62 A pair of them, or perhaps not?  

63 What do you call a litter of eight kittens?  

64 Foot-soldier in crustacean chess.  

65 What one might say whilst rotating this letter.  

66 Flaccid alien  

67 Almost put ball in net before the lightest meson  

68 Cold Comfort aunt becomes commander in chief  

69 Pounds, chasing its tail  

70 Previously a legume  

71 Shop name if Mr Smith had been named after a large deer  

Dinosaurs and Other Extinct Beasts 

72 Private Egyptian sun god is not an Oxford professor  

73 Like a jiffy, rodent operations  

74 Do it twice!  

75 An unshaven lepidopteran mother?  

76 What one man and his dog went to do in meadow  

77 An enemy of ancient Israel  

78 Oxford professor resembling a giant lizard  

79 Describing the scenario in which Rowena spotted you and I  

80 Archaic possessive French feminine cinema  

81 Azog or Ugluk, for example  

Marsupials and Monotremes 

82 European Community concealed sodium.  

83 Short servant girl who stays at the edge of the room.  

84 Prevent immediate repetition of a Roman cavalry unit  

85 Astatine found in the uterus  

86 Social insects surround madness before hell’s ruler  

Fictional specific 

87 Antique town crier  

88 What occurs when ministries are created or merged  

89 Silhouette of a long-distance copy  

90 Harvest German personal pronoun’s lost city legume  

91 Giants or mediocre hills  

92 Tautological cranial prosthesis  

93 Non-specific injury of a skin protrusion  

Mythological and Fantastical 

94 Starting resource of final player in Puerto Rico.  

95 Become male lepidoptera!  

96 Italian herb is girl’s letter-like name  

97 Sounds like vetoing an owed payment  

98 A platonic solid of germanium flanks the Hispanic part of the 

United States 

 

99 French good is not applicable to a prisoner  

100 Terse statement that James Arthur, MD, has departed  
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